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Abstract

In this paper we construct several new estimators of scale which attain a 50% breakdown
point. We are looking for scale estimators which are explicit, robust, and can be com-
puted in O(n log n) time. The inuence functions and e�ciencies of such estimators are
calculated. We make a distinction between location-free and location-based estimators.

1. INTRODUCTION

At present there is far less literature on robust estimation of scale than on robust estima-
tion of location. Nevertheless, scale estimators are very important in practice, because
they can be used

- as descriptive statistics for data analysis

- to compare the variability of di�erent data sets

- to construct con�dence intervals

- to standardize observations (yielding "robust z-scores")

- to formulate rules for the detection of outliers

- as auxiliary estimates for location M-estimators

- as objective functions in regression (yielding "S-estimators")

and so on. In all these applications, it is important that the scale estimator does not
break down, either in the sense of exploding (becoming very large) or imploding (tending
to zero). Ideally, the breakdown point should be 50%, meaning that nearly half of the
data may be replaced before the estimate becomes useless (unlike the sample standard
deviation, which can be destroyed by even a single outlier).

We take a broad view on scale estimators, which to us means any nonnegative statistic
Sn that is a�ne equivariant in the sense that

Sn(ax1 + b; : : : ; axn + b) = jajSn(x1; : : : ; xn)

for arbitrary constants a and b. Often one also wants the estimator to be consistent for the
scale parameter of gaussian distributions. Typically, this is achieved by premultiplying
Sn by an appropriate factor c such that cSn(x1; : : : ; xn) ! 1 when the observations are
drawn from the standard gaussian distribution with cdf � and density �. Throughout
this paper, we will give such factors only when needed, to simplify the formulas.
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We will mostly be concerned with explicit scale estimators, which can be written as
combinations of medians and other order statistics with arithmetic operations such as
sums, di�erences, and absolute values. This includes L- and U-statistics, but excludes
most M- and R-statistics. Explicit formulas are intuitively appealing and always yield a
unique estimate. Moreover, explicit formulas often facilitate the analysis of the estimator's
statistical and computational properties.

A prime example of an explicit and 50% breakdown scale estimator is the median
absolute deviation (MAD) given by

MADn = 1:4826 med
i
jxi �med

j
xjj (1.1)

where 1.4826 is the consistency factor. The MAD has become quite popular because of
its simplicity and extremely good robustness properties, but unfortunately its gaussian
e�ciency is only 37%, which is unusually low.

In this paper we will restrict attention to scale estimators that have the following set
of properties:

1. an explicit formula;
2. a 50% breakdown point;
3. a bounded inuence function (see, e.g., Hampel et al 1986);
4. being easily computable, using at most O(nlogn) time and O(n) storage.

This combination of requirements is very stringent, and apart from the MAD, most ex-
isting scale estimators proposed in the literature fail one or more of them. Especially
the condition of 50% breakdown cuts away most estimators that are intuitively appealing
otherwise, such as the interquartile range (which has 25% breakdown) and the trimmed
standard deviation. One might feel that a 50% breakdown point is not really needed, but
several simulation studies (e.g., Andrews et al 1972) have shown that the MAD is a much
better auxiliary scale estimator than the interquartile range precisely because of its 50%
breakdown point.

The purpose of our paper is to construct and select estimators that satisfy the above
conditions. Surprisingly, it turns out that quite a few such estimators can be found.
Naturally, we want to determine whether any of these possess additional properties which
the MAD does not have, such as a continuous inuence function (IF ) or a better e�ciency,
which can be computed from E[IF 2]. (The inuence functions will be computed and
plotted at the standard gaussian distribution, but most expressions can be extended to
other continuous distributions F .)

In what follows, we will distinguish between location-free and location-based estima-
tors. The location-based estimators, including the MAD, begin by computing a location
estimate (such as the sample median) and then consider absolute deviations from it. A
drawback of these methods is that they attach equal importance to positive and negative
deviations, which means that they implicitly assume the underlying distribution to be
symmetric. On the other hand, location-free estimators do not compute any location
estimator, and hence are suitable for asymmetric distributions as well. For instance, the
interquartile range belongs to this class. Location-based estimators essentially measure
dispersion in the sense of Bickel and Lehmann (1976), whereas location-free estimators
correspond more with spread (Bickel and Lehmann, 1979).
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2. LOCATION-FREE ESTIMATORS

2.1. Generalized L-estimators

A classical U-statistic is de�ned as the average of the
�
n
k

�
values

f�(xi1 ; : : : ; xik); i1 < i2 < : : : < ikg (2.1)

where k is called the order of the kernel �. Sering (1984) and Janssen et al (1984)
proposed to compute L-statistics on (2.1) instead, and obtained their inuence function
and asymptotic normality. For scale estimation, we can use the generalized L-estimators
given by

(n
2
)X

k=1

akfjxi � xjj; i < jg(k) (2.2)

with the kernel �(xi; xj) = jxi � xjj of order 2. Here, the subscript (k) indicates the k-th
order statistic of the

�
n
2

�
values in fjxi � xjj; i < jg. If we replace the absolute values by

squares, we obtain a similar class of estimators given by

0
B@
(n
2
)X

k=1

akf(xi � xj)
2; i < jg(k)

1
CA

1

2

: (2.3)

Choosing all the weights equal to
�
n
2

��1
yields Gini's estimator in (2.2) and the classical

standard deviation in (2.3).
It turns out, somewhat surprisingly, that we can obtain the maximal breakdown point

if we choose coe�cients ak for which ak = 0 when k >
�
h
2

�
and such that there exists�

h�1
2

�
< k �

�
h
2

�
with ak > 0. The notation h = [n=2] + 1 will be used throughout this

paper, "h" standing for "half".
An example of a 50% breakdown estimator of type (2.2) is

 
h

2

!�1 (h2)X
k=1

fjxi � xjj; i < jg(k) (2.4)

with the analogon of type (2.3) given by

0
B@
 
h

2

!�1 (h2)X
k=1

f(xi � xj)
2; i < jg(k)

1
CA

1

2

: (2.5)

To obtain consistency in gaussian models one has to multiply (2.4) with 17.904 and (2.5)
with 7.7405. The di�erence between (2.4) and (2.5) is minute: their e�ciencies are 81.45%
and 81.55%, and their gross-error sensitivities amount to 2.0340 and 2.0416.

A important drawback of the estimators (2.4) and (2.5) is that they need O(n2) com-
putation time. Therefore we prefer to use

Qn = 2:2219 fjxi � xjj; i < jg(h
2
); (2.6)
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Figure 1: E�ciency of Q� and MAD� as a function of �.

which is a special case of both (2.2) and (2.3) and still attains the optimal breakdown
point. By extending the work of Johnson and Mizoguchi (1978), Croux and Rousseeuw
(1992) construct an O(n log n)-time algorithm for computing (2.6). They also obtain
�nite-sample correction factors to make Qn practically unbiased at small samples. The
asymptotic e�ciency 82.27% of Qn is actually somewhat better than that of (2.4) and
(2.5), while its gross-error sensitivity 2.069 is a bit worse. The bias curves of this estimator
have also been computed (Rousseeuw and Croux 1991).

If we let go of the 50% breakdown condition for a moment, we can study the behavior
of the estimators

Q�
n = q�fjxi � xjj; i < jg[�(n

2
)] (2.7)

as a function of 0 < � < 1, where q� = 1=(
p
2��1(�+12 )) ensures consistency. The

asymptotic breakdown point then becomes "�(Q�) = min(
p
�; 1�p�) � 1

2
: The inuence

function is given by

IF (x;Q�;�) = q�
�� �(x+ q�1� ) + �(x� q�1� )R

�(y + q�1� )�(y)dy
:

In Figure 1 we plotted the asymptotic e�ciency of Q�
n versus �. The highest e�ciency is

about 99% attained at � � 0:91, whereas it tends to zero when �! 1.
Note that for �! 0 the e�ciency does not tend to zero but to 80.08%, which is rather

high. Also the inuence function itself has a nondegenerate limit, given by

lim
�!0

IF (x;Q�;�) = 2(1 � 2�(x)
p
�):
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The case of � ! 0 is reminiscent of a proposal by Gnanadesikan (1977, page 130) based

on the slope of the lower end of a Q-Q plot of the
�
n
2

�
values (xi�xj)2 versus �2

1 quantiles.
By way of comparison, in Figure 1 we also plotted the asymptotic e�ciency of the

estimator

MAD�
n =

1

��1(�+12 )
fjxi �med

l
xljg[�n] (2.8)

which generalizes MADn by taking the [�n]-th ordered absolute deviation from the sample
median (note that MAD�

n is location-based).

2.2. Nested L-estimators

Apart from the generalized L-estimators described above, there is also another way to
robustify U-statistics. Instead of processing the kernels as one homogeneous set of data as
in (2.1), it is also possible to carry out "nested" operations that eliminate one argument
at a time. This generalizes a proposal of Siegel (1982), who used nested medians for
estimating slope parameters in regression.

Let us begin by de�ning nested L-estimators for kernels of order 2, and postpone
higher-order kernels to section 4. In the �rst step, we compute the L-statistic

H(xi) =
nX

k=1

akf�(xi; xj); i 6= jg(k) (2.9)

for each observation xi where i = 1; : : : ; n: In the second step, we compute an L-statistic
based on the H(xi) values:

nX
k=1

bkfH(xi); i = 1; : : : ; ng(k): (2.10)

We will mostly work with the kernel �(x1; x2) = jx1 � x2j, noting that similar results are
obtained with �(x1; x2) = (x1 � x2)2 provided the square root of (2.9) or (2.10) is taken.

It turns out that nested L-estimators have the maximal breakdown point if ah >
0; ak = 0 for k > h; and bk = 0 for k > h. In general the overall computation time
becomes quite high, but in the special case of (2.9) given by

H(xi) = med
j 6=i

jxi � xjj

it is possible to compute eachH(xi) inO(log n) time (assuming the original xi have already
been sorted) using a technique of (Shamos 1976) as extended by Croux and Rousseeuw
(1992). This leads to the following type of nested L-estimator:

hX
k=1

bkfmed
j
jxi � xjj; i = 1; : : : ; ng(k) (2.11)

which can be computed in O(n log n) time and has maximal breakdown (if bh > 0).
We �rst study the class of estimators

S�
n = s�fmed

j 6=i
jxi � xjj; i = 1; : : : ; ng([an]) (2.12)
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where � ranges between 0 and 0.5. If we denote H�(x) = medX�� jX � xj, then

s� = 1=H�(p�)

with p� = ��1(1+�
2
). (One can calculate H� with numerical methods as the solution of

the di�erential equation H 0
� = tanh(xH�):) If we denote L(t) = P (H�(X) � t) then our

statistic (2.12) corresponds to the functional s�L�1(�): The inuence function then has
the form

IF (x;S�;�) = s�
�� I(jxj � p�)

2�(p�)
H 0

�(p�)

+s�
sgn(jx� p�j � s�1� ) + sgn(jx+ p�j � s�1� )

4(�(p� + s�1� ) + �(p� � s�1� ))
: (2.13)

The inuence function has jumps at �p�, p�� s�1� and �p�� s�1� : This means it typically
has 6 jumps, except for � = 0 when it has only 2 jumps, and when 2p� = s�1� (that is,
for �c � 0:2807) it has 4 jumps. Note that all our estimators S�

n have 50% breakdown
point, in contrast with the estimators Q�

n of (2.7). In Figure 2 we plotted the asymptotic
e�ciency of S�

n (as well as its �nite-sample e�ciency for n=1000, obtained by simulation).

Figure 2: Asymptotic e�ciency (solid line) and �nite-sample e�ciency for n = 1000
(dashed line) of S�

n .

As expected, the highest e�ciency 58.23% is attained at � = 0:5, corresponding to the
estimator:

Sn = S0:5
n = 1:1926med

i
med
j 6=i

jxi � xjj: (2.14)
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Croux and Rousseeuw (1992) give a Fortran function for computing Sn, which includes
�nite-sample correction factors. (Note that S2 = jx1 � x2j = Q2 = 2 MAD2 and that
S3 = min(jx1 � x2j; jx1 � x3j; jx2 � x3j) = Q3 = MAD3 if we discard the consistency
factors.) The other extreme case of S�

n is

S0
n = 1:4826min

i
med
j 6=i

jxi � xjj; (2.15)

which is interesting because it has the same inuence function (and asymptotic e�ciency)
as the MAD.

Taking the average of all S�
n with 0 � � � 0:5 yields the new estimator

Tn = 1:3800
1

h

hX
k=1

fmed
j 6=i

jxi � xjjg(k) (2.16)

which is of type (2.11) with constant coe�cients bk. Therefore, it is a trimmed mean
of median deviations. We obtained the factor 1.38004 by numerical integration of the
expression

4
Z ��1(0:75)

0
H�(x)d�(x):

The corresponding functional is given by

T (F ) = 1:3800
Z 0:5

0
2L�1(�)d�:

The inuence function of T is drawn in Figure 3, together with the inuence functions
of S and Q. (We computed IF (x;T;�) = 1:3800

R 0:5
0 2s�1� IF (x;S�;�)d� by numerical

integration.) The asymptotic e�ciency of this estimator is about 52% and its gross-error
sensitivity becomes � = 1:4578. Therefore, Tn is less e�cient but more robust than Sn,
for which � = 1:625. An important advantage of Tn over Sn is that its inuence function
is continuous, and yields a �nite local-shift sensitivity.

A minor variation on Tn is obtained by inserting the kernel function (xi�xj)2, yielding

1:3771

 
1

h

hX
k=1

fmed
j 6=i

(xi � xj)
2; i = 1; : : : ; ng(k)

!1=2

; (2.17)

which could be called a "trimmed mean of median squares". This version has a slightly
higher e�ciency (53%), but is also slightly less robust (� = 1:4668). Another possibility
is to restrict the trimmed mean to 0:5 � � � �c � 0:2807 (that is, the � in the steep part
of Figure 2) which yields

1:3017

0
@ 1

h� [�cn]

hX
k=1+[�cn]

fmed
j
(xi � xj)

2; i = 1; : : : ; ng(k)
1
A
1=2

; (2.18)

with an asymptotic e�ciency of about 55% and a � of 1.5828. The inuence functions of
(2.17) and (2.18) look similar to that of Tn. It is our impression that the small e�ciency
gains achieved by (2.17) and (2.18) are o�set by their increased sensitivities and more
complicated formulas, so it seems preferable to stay with Tn.
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Figure 3: Inuence functions of S, T , and Q.

2.3. Scale Estimators based on Contiguous Subsamples

A di�erent type of location-free scale estimator is given by

C�
n = c�jx(i+[�n]+1) � x(i)j([n=2]�[�n]); (2.19)

where 0 < � < 0:5 and x(1) � x(2) : : : � x(n) are the order statistics. To compute
C�
n , we �rst sort the observations xi and calculate the di�erences jx(i+[�n]+1) � x(i)j for

i = 1; : : : ; n � [�n] � 1. From these quantities the ([n=2] � [�n])th order statistic is our
estimator. Note that a quantity of the form jx(i+[�n]+1)�x(i)j is sometimes called a subrange
(Johnson and Kotz 1970, page 70) because it is the range of a contiguous subsample. The
constant c� is needed to make the estimator Fisher-consistent at gaussian distributions.
Croux and Rousseeuw (1991) obtained the functional version of C�

n and used it to derive
the inuence function.

It is easily seen that the estimator C�
n can be computed in O(n log n) time (due to

the time needed for the initial sort), and that only O(n) storage spaces are needed. For
� satisfying [�n] = [n=2]� 1 (hence, � � 0:5) the estimator C�

n becomes

LMSn = 0:7413 min
i
jx(i+[n=2]) � x(i)j: (2.20)

This estimator �rst occurred as the scale part of the least median of squares (LMS)
regression estimator (Rousseeuw 1984) in the special case of univariate data. We can
interpret it as the (normalized) length of the shortest half sample. It has been shown
(Rousseeuw and Leroy 1988) that the inuence function of LMSn is the same as that
of the MAD. Somewhat surprisingly, C0:25

n has the same inuence function as well. The
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Table 1: Simulation results based on 10,000 samples for each n.

standardized variances
n MADn Qn Sn S0

n Tn (2.17) (2.18) C0:25
n LMSn LTSn

10 1.361 0.909 1.107 1.320 1.029 1.104 1.085 1.148 1.248 1.280
20 1.368 0.774 0.984 1.216 1.096 1.018 0.988 1.104 1.206 1.292
40 1.338 0.701 0.888 1.184 0.974 0.955 0.918 1.061 1.180 1.391
60 1.381 0.679 0.895 1.211 0.982 0.972 0.931 1.100 1.209 1.381
80 1.343 0.655 0.882 1.191 0.981 0.959 0.921 1.110 1.188 1.387
100 1.377 0.654 0.868 1.187 0.983 0.956 0.913 1.146 1.178 1.413
200 1.361 0.637 0.873 1.215 0.944 0.970 0.933 1.201 1.215 1.488
1 1.361 0.608 0.857 1.361 0.948 0.943 0.910 1.361 1.367 1.630

asymptotic e�ciency of the estimators C�
n is bounded above by 37%, the e�ciency of

the MAD. However, for small samples, both LMSn and C0:25
n are more e�cient than the

MAD.
Instead of using the range of a subsample as in (2.19) we could also use its standard

deviation, yielding the estimators

D�
n = d�sdvfx(i); : : : ; x(i+[�n]+1)g([n=2]�[�n]); (2.21)

where 0 < � < 0:5. (Note that the sdv can be computed from the sum of all (xi � xj)
2

where xi and xj belong to the subsample.) For � satisfying [�n] = [n=2]� 1,

LTSn = 2:6477 min
i

sdvfx(i); : : : ; x(i+[n=2])g: (2.22)

This scale estimate is part of the least trimmed squares (LTS) method in the special case
of one dimension (Rousseeuw 1983). The breakdown point of D�

n (and LTSn) is again
50%. Note that the computation time remains O(n log n) if the algorithm of Rousseeuw
and Leroy (1987, page 172) is adapted to this situation. The inuence functions of D�

n

are smoothed versions of those of C�
n , but the corresponding e�ciencies are lower.

For the LTS scale estimator we obtain an asymptotic e�ciency of 30.67%, which is
less than the 36.74% e�ciency of the LMS scale estimator. This is surprising, because
the LTS regression estimator is more e�cient than the LMS regression estimator (which
converges only at a rate of n�1=3).

2.4. Simulation Results

The asymptotic e�ciencies of the estimates in this section were con�rmed by a simulation
study. For each sample size n, we computed the variance varm(Sn) of the scale estimator
Sn over m=10,000 samples. Table 1 lists the standardized variances

n varm(Sn)=(avem(Sn))
2 (2.23)

where avem(Sn) is the average estimated value. It was argued by Bickel and Lehmann
(1976) that the denominator of (2.23) is needed to obtain a natural measure of accuracy
for scale estimators. Also note that these standardized variances are independent of any
consistency factors used in the de�nition of the estimators.
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3. LOCATION-BASED ESTIMATORS

For most estimators of the previous section it is possible to construct location-based
counterparts. In the latter case, we describe the spread of the data by measuring how
far the observations (or certain combinations of them) lie from a location estimate, which
needs to be computed �rst. A typical member of this class is the MAD of (1.1), which
can be seen as a counterpart to S0

n as well as LMSn.
Analogously to the generalized L-estimators of (2.2), we can construct the location-

based estimators
(n
2
)X

k=1

akf�(xi; xj; t); i < jg(k); (3.1)

where t = t(x1; : : : ; xn) is a location estimator which depends on all the observations.
For (3.1) to be a scale estimator, we require that t is a�ne equivariant in the sense that
t(ax1 + b; : : : ; axn + b) = at(x1; : : : ; xn) + b and that the discrepancy � satis�es

�(axi + b; axj + b; at+ b) = jaj�(xi; xj; t):

In the same way, the class (2.3) can be extended to

0
B@
(n
2
)X

k=1

akf�2(xi; xj; t); i < jg(k)
1
CA

1

2

: (3.2)

For instance, let us consider the discrepancy

�(xi; xj; t) = jxi + xj
2

� tj:

With this �-kernel, both (3.1) and (3.2) are 50% breakdown estimators provided the
coe�cients ak satisfy the same conditions as for (2.2), and assuming t is a 50% breakdown
estimator. As an example, consider

fjxi + xj
2

�med
l

xlj; i < jg(h
2
) (3.3)

which resembles the estimator Qn of (2.6). At symmetric distributions, (3.3) and Qn have
the same inuence function.

One could also insert �(xi; xj; t) =
1
2(jxi � tj+ jxj � tj), yielding

fjxi �medl xlj+ jxj �medl xlj
2

; i < jg(h
2
): (3.4)

Another possibility would be to use �(xi; xj; t) = max(jxi � tj; jxj � tj) yielding

fmax(jxi �med
l

xlj; jxj �med
l

xlj); i < jg(h
2
) (3.5)

but the latter estimator equals the MAD (at least asymptotically).
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In the same vein one can de�ne nested L-estimators based on a location estimate.
Using the quantities

H(xi) =
nX

k=1

akf�(xi; xj; t); i 6= jg(k) for i = 1; : : : ; n

the actual scale estimator is given by

nX
k=1

bkfH(xi); i = 1; : : : ; ng(k): (3.6)

For instance, the equivalent of (3.3) with �(xi; xj; t) = jxi+xj
2

� tj becomes

med
i

med
j
jxi + xj

2
�med

l
xlj; (3.7)

which has the same inuence function as the estimator Sn. On the other hand, inserting
�(xi; xj; t) =

1
2
(jxi� tj+ jxj � tj) yields the MAD again (if t is the median), and the same

happens when �(xi; xj; t) = max(jxi � tj; jxj � tj):
One could also work with �-kernels of order 1. This yields the estimators

nX
k=1

akfjxi � tj; i = 1; : : : ; ng(k) (3.8)

and the class given by

 
nX

k=1

akf(xi � t)2; i = 1; : : : ; ng(k)
! 1

2

: (3.9)

These estimators have a 50% breakdown point whenever t is a 50% breakdown estimator,
ah > 0; and ak = 0 for k > h: For instance, the MAD belongs to (3.8). In the class (3.9)
we consider

SMADn = 2:6477

vuut 1

h

hX
k=1

f(xi �med
j

xj)2; i = 1; : : : ; ng(k):

The SMAD can be seen as a smooth version of the MAD because it has a continuous
inuence function. In fact, the SMAD has the same inuence function as LTSn and as the
25% trimmed standard deviation, which explains why its asymptotic e�ciency (30.67%)
is lower than that of the MAD.

Summarizing, it turns out that the location-based estimators in this section have the
same asymptotic e�ciency as some of the location-free estimators of section 2. Moreover,
some simulations have indicated that also for �nite samples the location-based estimators
do not perform better than their location-free counterparts.
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4. KERNELS OF HIGHER ORDER

Up to now we have used kernels of order at most 2. However, the same constructions can
be applied to kernels of higher order. Sering (1984) de�ned generalized L-statistics of
arbitrary order k as

(nk)X
l=1

alf�(xi1; : : : ; xik); i1 < : : : < ikg(l): (4.1)

The classical example is the generalized Hodges-Lehmann estimator of location, given by:

HLkn = med
i1�:::�ik

fxi1 + : : :+ xik
k

g: (4.2)

The choice k = 1 yields the median, and k = 2 gives the usual Hodges-Lehmann estimator.
It can be veri�ed that

�(HLk;�) =
p
k �(HL1;�) and lim

k!1
IF (x;HLk;�) = x;

so for large k the estimator (4.2) becomes less robust and behaves more like the arithmetic
mean.

An analogous location-based scale estimator can be de�ned as

HLMk
n =

��1(3=4)p
k

med
i1<:::<ik

fjxi1 + : : :+ xik
k

� t(x1; : : : ; xn)jg; (4.3)

where t is a (Fisher-consistent) location estimator. It turns out that, for symmetric
distributions, the inuence function is independent of the location estimator. Calculations
yield

�(HLMk;�) = k�(MAD;�) and lim
k!1

IF (x; HLMk;�) = (x2 � 1)=2;

so the inuence function of HLMk looks like that of the standard deviation for large k.

The asymptotic breakdown point of HLMk is given by "� = 1 � k

q
1
2 ; provided that the

breakdown point of the location estimator t is at least as large. For instance, we can take
t = HLkn which has the same breakdown point.

However, we can modify (4.3) into a 50% breakdown estimator by putting

HLQk = qkfjxi1 + : : :+ xik
k

�med
l

xlj; i1 < : : : < ikg(hk); (4.4)

where qk =
1p
k
��1(1+2

�k

2 ): Its inuence function is given by

IF (x; HLQk;�) = qk
2�k + ��(k�1)(x� kqk

�1)� ��(k�1)(x+ kqk
�1)

2(��k)0(kqk�1)
:

Because convolutions of gaussian distributions are easily computable, this example can
be worked out further. In Table 2 we give e�ciencies and gross-error sensitivities for
a few values of k. We see that the estimators HLQk and HLMk are similar regarding
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Table 2: E�ciency and robustness of the estimators HLMk and HLQk

HLMk HLQk

k e � "� e � "�

1 0.3675 1.1664 0.5000 0.3675 1.1664 0.5000
2 0.8635 2.3328 0.2929 0.8212 2.0691 0.5000
3 0.9397 3.4992 0.2063 0.9172 3.0249 0.5000
4 0.9662 4.6655 0.1591 0.9531 4.0082 0.5000
5 0.9784 5.8319 0.1294 0.9699 5.0026 0.5000
10 0.9946 11.6639 0.0670 0.9925 10.0000 0.5000

their e�ciency and gross-error sensitivity, both of which increase very fast. On the other
hand, their breakdown points are quite di�erent. Unfortunately, for both estimators the
computation time rises exponentially with k, making a simulation virtually impossible.

One could also de�ne nested L-estimators with higher-order kernels. If we construct
the following sequence of functions

H1(xi1 ; : : : ; xik�1) =
Pn

l=1 a
(1)
l f�(xi1 ; : : : ; xik�1; xik); ik = 1; : : : ; ng(l)

H2(xi1 ; : : : ; xik�2) =
Pn

l=1 a
(2)
l fH1(xi1; : : : ; xik�2; xik�1); ik�1 = 1; : : : ; ng(l)

� � �
Hk�1(xi1; xi2) =

Pn
l=1 a

(k�1)
l fHk�2(xi1; xi2; xi3); i3 = 1; : : : ; ng(l)

Hk(xi1) =
Pn

l=1 a
(k)
l fHk�1(xi1; xi2); i2 = 1; : : : ; ng(l);

then our actual scale estimator is de�ned as

nX
l=1

blfHk(xi1); i1 = 1; : : : ; ng(l): (4.5)

Whereas for k = 2 the only good kernels were jxi�xjj and (xi�xj)2, we now have many
more kernels to choose from. A natural choice is �(x1; : : : ; xn) = sdv(x1; : : : ; xn). For
k = 3 this yields for example the following 50% breakdown estimator:

med
i

med
j

med
k

sdv(xi; xj; xk): (4.6)

A generalized L-estimator with the same kernel is

fsdv(xi; xj; xk); i < j < kg(h3): (4.7)

We can also take �(xi1; : : : ; xik) = Sk(xi1; : : : ; xik) or another robust scale estimator ap-
plied to k observations. For k = 3 the choice �(xi; xj; xk) = S3(xi; xj; xk) = min(jxi �
xjj; jxi � xkj; jxj � xkj) = Q3(xi; xj; xk) yields the generalized L-estimator

med
i<j<k

fmin(jxi � xjj; jxi � xkj; jxj � xkj)g (4.8)

which has a 50% breakdown point. This estimator di�ers from (4.7) in two respects: the

kernel is robust and the outer operation is a median rather than the
�
h
3

�
-th order statistic.
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Most estimators of section 3 can also be extended to higher-order kernels. For instance,
(4.4) is an extension of (3.3). Another generalization of (3.3) is

med
i1<:::<ik

jmed(xi1; : : : ; xik)�med
l

xlj; (4.9)

which also has a 50% breakdown point.
By choosing appropriate linear combinations and �-kernels in (4.1) and (4.5) we obtain

an enormous range of explicit and 50% breakdown estimators. Once again, we stress that
most of them cannot be used in practice, because their computation time and their gross-
error sensitivity rapidly increase with k.

5. EXTENSION TO M-ESTIMATORS

Instead of working with L-estimators, we can do the same things with M-estimators. The
disadvantage of M-estimators is that they are no longer explicit, but the theoretical results
become more elegant.

A generalized M-estimator of scale is de�ned as the solution S of

X
i1<:::<ik

�(
�(xi1; : : : ; xik)

S
) = 0: (5.1)

Its inuence function is given by

IF (x;S;�) =
k E[�(�(X1; : : : ;Xk�1; x))]

E[�0(�(X1; : : : ;Xk))�(X1; : : : ;Xk)]
(5.2)

if � is a scale kernel and � is chosen to make S Fisher-consistent.
A location-based version of this is

X
i1<:::<ik

�(
�(xi1; : : : ; xik)� t(x1; : : : ; xn)

S
) = 0: (5.3)

If t is Fisher-consistent, � is an a�ne equivariant location kernel which is symmetrically
distributed, and � is even and chosen to make S Fisher-consistent, then IF (x;S;�) is
again given by (5.2).

We de�ne a nested M-estimator as the solution S of

nX
i=1

�2(
H(xi)

S
) = 0 (5.4)

where H(xi) is given by

nX
j=1

�1(
xi � xj
H(xi)

) = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; n:

If S is Fisher-consistent then we have the "chain rule"

IF (x; S;�) =
�2(H(x)) + E[�02(H(Y ))IF1(x;Y;�)]

E[�02(H(Y ))H(Y )]
; (5.5)
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where

IF1(x; y;�) =
�1(

x�y
H(y)

)H(y)

E[�01(
X�y
H(y))(

X�y
H(y))]

: (5.6)

H�ossjer, Croux and Rousseeuw (1992) give a more general expression for the inuence
function of nested estimators.

Choosing sign functions for �;�1 and �2 yields quantiles, which are the cornerstones
of generalized L- and nested L-estimators. In particular, Qn and Sn are special cases of
the above generalized M- and nested M-estimators.

6. DISCUSSION

Having considered so many estimators, it is obviously our duty to make some compar-
isons and recommendations. Returning to the fourfold goal formulated in the introduc-
tion, it appears that the estimators with higher-order kernels (section 4) need more than
O(n log n) time when computed with currently available algorithms. Moreover, the es-
timators in section 5 are not explicit because they require the solution of M-equations.
This leaves us with the location-free and the location-based estimators of sections 2 and
3. Personally we have a slight preference for the location-free estimators because they
do not need any symmetry assumption, and at least the location-based estimators in our
study did not reveal any additional advantages (such as better asymptotic e�ciency or
�nite-sample performance) that might have compensated for this.

Among the location-free, explicit, high-breakdown, O(n log n)-time estimators found
in section 2, it seems that Qn, Sn and Tn are the most promising, whereas S0

n, C
�
n and

D�
n are somewhat less e�cient. However, the �nal choice between Qn, Sn and Tn depends

on personal taste, because their advantages and disadvantages are hard to compare. For
instance, Qn and Sn have a higher e�ciency than Tn. On the other hand, Tn and Qn have
a continuous inuence function, unlike Sn. And �nally, it turns out that our algorithms
for Sn and Tn need only half as much computation time and storage space as Qn. We
do not know whether it is possible to construct a single estimator which combines these
advantages.
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